Continuing the retro style lighting design, the pixelPATT™ is a new addition to the PATT family. In spite of its eye catching retro design, pixelPATT™ is based on modern LED pixel controlled technology. The pixelPATT™ is composed of 7 x 4W RGBW LED multichips – in the centre surrounded by a ring of six – housed in a super-slim and lightweight brushed metal frame. Aesthetically it keeps the dimensions and attractive curvature of the PATT 2012 and the picklePATT, and this will also make it desirable for its physical appearance as well as for a lightsource. In order to make the pixelPATT™ elegant and a lightweight design, it has a remote Power and Data box PATT Driver, which is connected with the pixelPATT through an industry standard colour scraper cables with 4-pin XLR connectors.

The pixelPATT™ is an ideal fixture for television broadcasts, concerts, fashion shows or any type of event from awards to brand activations.